Automotive Ethernet TC8 ECU Software
Keysight E6959A
Easy and accurate design validation of your 100BASE-T1
designs following test cases as released in the open alliance
TC8 ECU IEEE specification.
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Introduction
Keysight E6959A Automotive Ethernet TC8 ECU compliance application software
Conforming to the OPEN Alliance Automotive Ethernet ECU test specification, set by
the TC8 subcommittee in August 2017, the Keysight E6959A covers the PMA
transmitter electrical specifications including the MDI mode conversion loss and
Common Mode emission tests. These tests are used for evaluation of the physical
layer of a 100BASE-T1 interface on the ECU level.
The Keysight E6959A Automotive Ethernet TC8 ECU performance validation and
conformance application provide you with an easy and accurate way to verify and
debug your 100BASE-T1 designs.
Autonomous vehicles promise to change the nature of commercial and passenger
transportation over the roadways. Inside those new vehicles, the requirements for data
speed and bandwidth are increasing. Automotive Ethernet enables faster data
communication to meet the demands of today’s vehicles and the connected vehicles
of the future. Unlike the slower speed backplanes of CAN and LIN 100BASE-T1
Automotive Ethernet requires rigorous compliance testing. Keysight’s full suite of
automotive Ethernet solutions automate testing and validation across Tx, Rx and link
segment for 100 Mb/s and 1000 Mb/s automotive Ethernet.
The E6959A Ethernet electrical test software lets you to easily setup and automatically
execute Ethernet physical-layer (PHY) electrical tests for transmitter compliance using
the open alliance standards. The E6959A software application displays the results in a
flexible report format. In addition to the measurement data, the report provides a
margin analysis that shows how closely your device passed or failed each test.

Cover all the
standards
Keysight is first to offer
Automotive Ethernet
TC8 ECU Phy
compliance tests and
with these tests offer
complete coverage for
Automotive Ethernet
compliance and
conformance test
across transmit,
receiver and harness
and connector
assemblies. Further
enabling the ADAS of
the module and
ultimately the vehicle.

The E6959A Ethernet electrical test software application performs a wide range of
electrical tests required to meet the TC8 ECU specifications. To meet signal quality
requirements, your product must successfully pass conformance testing based on
these specifications. Performing these tests gives you confidence in your design. The
Keysight E6959A compliance application helps you execute a wide subset of the
conformance tests measured with a variety of Keysight equipment.

E6959A Automotive Ethernet TC8 ECU Tx compliance application license variations
–– E6959A-1FP TC8 ECU compliance test application, fixed perpetual license
–– E6959A-1TP TC8 ECU compliance test application, transportable perpetual license
Note: The software is installed and runs on a Keysight Infiniium oscilloscope.
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Features
Using the Keysight E6959A Automotive Ethernet TC8 ECU compliance application software greatly
simplifies compliance testing. The software automatically configures all the required test equipment,
reducing the overall test time.
The Keysight automotive Ethernet TC8 ECU electrical performance validation and conformance
software offers several features to simplify the validation of automotive Ethernet designs:
• Setup wizard for quick and clear setup, configuration and test
• Wide range of 100BASE-T1 tests enabling standards conformance
• MDI mode conversion loss and common mode emission tests are new and specific for
100BASET1 ECU compliance testing
• Accurate and repeatable results with Keysight Infiniium oscilloscopes
• Provides detailed information of each test that has been run
• Automated reporting in a comprehensive pass/fail HTML format with margin analysis

E6959A software saves you time
The E6959A electrical test software saves you time by setting the stage for automatic execution of
OPEN Alliance TC8 ECU tests. Some of the difficulties of performing electrical tests for transmission
compliance of automotive Ethernet are properly connecting to the oscilloscope, loading the proper
setup files, and then analyzing the measured results by comparing them to limits published in the
specification. The E6959A conformance test software does much of this work for you.
The E6959A software automatically configures the oscilloscope for each test and provides an
informative results report that includes margin analysis indicating how close your product is to
passing or failing that specification. See Table 1 for a complete list of the measurements made by
the E6959A software.
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Easy Test Definition
The E6959A electrical test software extends the ease-of-use advantages of Keysight’s Infiniium
oscilloscopes to testing 100BASE-T1 designs for the August 2017 Open Alliance TC8 ECU test cases.
The Keysight automated test engine quickly walks you through the steps required to define the tests you
want to make, set up the tests, perform the tests, and view the results. A setup page lets you quickly
make decisions from the outset regarding the choice of tests and perform functions that affect the
testing. The test selections available in the following steps are then filtered according to the choices
made in the setup page. While selecting tests, you can select a category of tests all at once or specify
individual tests. You can save tests and configurations as project files and recall them later for quick
testing and review of previous test results. Straightforward menus let you perform tests with a minimum
amount of mouse clicks.
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View all the tests in the GUI under selected tests
Setup wizard for quick and clear setup, configuration and test
• Clearly see all the available tests
• Run single or multiple tests based on your needs
• When test is highlighted, it will show description of test along with pass limits
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Configurability and Guided Connections
The E6959A software provides flexibility in your test setup, guiding you to make connections and
changes with hookup diagrams when the tests you select require it.

Figure 1. The software guides with visuals to show how to connect the instruments for the selected test.

Figure 2. In the connection setup, step-be-step instructions are displayed.
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Reports with HTML reports
The E6959A test software documents your test and indicates the pass/fail status, test specification
range, measured values, and margin within exportable HTML files. Each test includes the test limit, test
description, and results including the waveform, if appropriate.

Figure 3. Typical results tab of the power spectral density.

How close your device comes to passing or failing a test is indicated as a percentage in the margin field.
Results are highlighted in yellow or red to help indicate that your device has tripped the margin
threshold level of warning or failure.

Figure 4. Results are easy to understand with a pass or fail status. Margin thresholds are recorded to
help you to know where to dig into your test further.
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Figure 5. The E6959A Automotive Ethernet TC8 ECU Software TC8 Additional details are
available for each test, including the test limits, test description and test results, including
waveforms if appropriate. HTML test reports are easily exported to document test results.
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Test Cases
The E6959A Automotive Ethernet TC8 ECU provides five test modes for the testing and validating of
the transmitter waveform, distortion, jitter, power spectral density and additional MDI modes added by
the OABR test specification.
See Table 1 for a complete list of the test cases available in the E6959A software.
Table 1. E6959A test cases
Standard and associated test number

Description

IEEE 96.5.4.1 & 2.2 OABR_PMA_TX_01

Transmitter output droop

IEEE 96.5.4.2 & 2.2 OABR_PMA_TX_08

Transmitter distortion

IEEE 96.5.4.3/ 96.5.4.5 & 2.2 OABR_PMA_TX_02

Transmitter timing jitter (master and slave)

IEEE 96.5.4.4 & 2.2 OABR_PMA_TX_04

Transmitter power spectral density

IEEE 96.5.4.5 & 2.2 OABR_PMA_TX_03

Transmit clock frequency

IEEE 96.8.2.2 & 2.2 OABR_PMA_TX_05

MDI return loss

2.2 OABR_PMA_TX_06

MDI mode conversion

2.2 OABR_PMA_TX_07

MDI common mode emission

There are three different governing bodies and conformance tests set by those bodies. Below is a table
that compares the different test requirements cross those test cases.
Test name

IEEE 100BASE-T1

OPEN Alliance ECU

IEEE 1000BASE-T1

BroadR-Reach
Transmitter output droop

96.5.451

2.2 OABR_PMA_TX_01

97.5.3.1

Transmitter distortion

96.5.4.2

2.2 OABR_PMA_TX_08

97.5.3.1

96.5.4.3/ 96.5.4.5

2.2 OABR_PMA_TX_02

97.5.3.3

96.5.4.4

2.2 OABR_PMA_TX_04

97.5.3.4

96.5.6
(IEEE test only)

N/A

97.5.3.5

Transmit clock frequency

96.5.4.5

2.2 OABR_PMA_TX_03

97.5.3.6
97.5.2

MDI return loss

96.8.2.2

2.2 OABR_PMA_TX_05

97.7.2.1

MDI mode conversion

N/A

2.2 OABR_PMA_TX_06

N/A

MDI common mode emission

N/A

2.2 OABR_PMA_TX_07

N/A

Transmitter timing jitter
(master and slave)
Transmitter power spectral density
Transmitter peak differential
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Recommended Hardware
Recommended hardware table attempts to capture the minimum requirements of the specification and
listing the corresponding equipment that Keysight offers in that space. Recommend accessories table
lists a variety of accessories that could be useful in making connections to your DUT, calibration and
breakout boards. These are not required by the tests nor the software they are simply options.
Test requirement

Min. Instrument requirement

Available Keysight models

Basic compliance

1 GHz oscilloscope, 2-channel

Infiniium S-Series, 90000, V-Series or
Z-Series

2-channel function generator min bandwidth
12 MHz
Network Analyzer; Start and Stop frequency
range 1MHz - 66 MHz

Transmitter distortion
MDI return loss
Power spectral density (SA)1
1.

Spectrum analyzer, min 1 GHz bandwidth

33512A/B, 33522A/B, 81150/60A
E5063A, E5061B, E5071C, E5072A,
E5080A
Any X-Series analyzer

The power spectral density test can also be done with an oscilloscope, the spectrum analyzer is a secondary and
optional method.

Recommended Accessories
Description

Keysight model numbers

Comments

Probe
Probe head

113xA or 116XA or N275xA Series
E2678A InfiniiMax socketed differential probe head
E2677A InfiniiMax solder-in differential probe head
N5381A InfiniiMax solder-in differential probe head
E2669A InfiniiMax connectivity kit for differential/
single-ended measurements1

Min of 1.5 GHz bandwidth
Only one probe head is required. An
alternative to purchasing the E2677A and
E2678A is the E2669A which contains, one
E2575A differential browser probe head, four
E2677A solder-in differential probe heads, and
two E2678A socketed differential probe heads.

Ethernet test fixture
SMA cable

N5395A
E6961-SMA

Quantity 2 needed2

SMA (m) – SMA (m)

54855-67604

Quantity 2 needed

Additional accessories need for required transmitter distortion and MDI return loss tests
Frequency Divider
card
E6961A-FDB

Frequency Divider card

Frequency Divider card

E6961A-FDB

E6961A-FDB

ECal 4 ports

ECal 4 ports

ECal 4 ports

1.
2.

An alternative to purchasing the E2677A and E2678A is the E2669A which contains, one E2575A differential browser
probe head, four E2677A solder -in differential probe heads, and two E2678A socketed differential probe heads.
A total of 4 SMA cables are needed to execute the required MDI return loss test with the ENA.
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Ordering Information
To order a bundle of all three transmit compliance applications 100BASE-T1, 1000BASE-T1 and TC8
please consider E6958A.
Single part number inclusive of all applicable hardware and software
Compliance

Description

Option number
through E6961A

Standalone

Required

100BASE-T1 Tx Compliance test software

E6959A-1FP

E6959A-1FP

Required

Ethernet compliance test fixture1

E6961A-ETF

N5395C

Required

SMA cable x 2 SMA(m) – SMA(m)

E6961A-SMA

E6961A-SMA

Required

SMA adapter x2 (BNC to SMA)

E6961A-ADP

54855-67604

Required

Infiniium S-Series Oscilloscope 2.5 GHz, 4 analog channels2

E6961A-OSC

DSOS254A

The following are additional requirements when executing test mode 4
Required

Frequency divider board

E6961A-FDB

E6960-66600

Required

RF Electronic Calibration Module (ECal), 9 kHz to 13.5 GHz,
4-port and connectors used to calibrate the ENA

E6961A-ECL

N4431B opt 010

Required

N-type(m)- APC-3.5 (f) adapter used for connection to the
ENA, quantity 4 needed.

E6961A-ADC

1250-1744

Required

Pulse Function Arbitrary Noise Generator, 2 channels 2

E6961A-AWG

81150A opt 002

Required

ENA Vector Network Analyzer

E6961A-ENA

E5071C opt 440,810, 820

E6961A-EXA

N9010B, opt 503 and
FSA

Optional (for alternative method of power spectral density test)
Optional

1.

2.

EXA Signal Analyzer, Multi-touch, 10 Hz to 3.6 GHz and
step attenuator

The IEEE 802.3bw does not specify a connector, users may have different means to connect D+ and D - signals to
the oscilloscope. For DUTs that use RJ -45 Ethernet Keysight’s ethernet test fixture can be used to adapt RJ -45 to
SMA.If other adaptations are req uired Keysight also has some custom fixtures, please contact your Keysight
representative for more information.
These items exceed the minimum requirements for 100BASE -T1 but contain enough bandwidth to also cover
1000BASE-T1 requirements.
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Conclusion
The Keysight E6959A covers the ECU test specification set by the TC8 subcommittee for
transmit specifications including the MDI mode conversion loss and common mode emission
tests. The requirements for data speed and bandwidth are increasing. Are you ready to test
Automotive Ethernet?

Learn more at: www.keysight.com
For more information on Keysight Technologies’ products, applications or services,
please contact your local Keysight office. The complete list is available at:
www.keysight.com/find/contactus
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